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FEED-LOT TYPES ? r ITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO PORK PRODUCTION
INTRODUCTION
The best feed-lot types, with special reference to pork pro-
duction is the aim of the thesis. Sometimes fads or extremes reign
supreme in a breed, In a few instances they have been beneficial,
in many, they have been detrimental. Five or ten years ago, a type
now designated as "medium" or "small"— the low to the ground, broad
backed, compactly built type was the dominating type. Today the
"big type"— the type with heavy bone, stretch, size and general rug-
gedness seems to be gaining favor. This latter type is the one type
that the breeders of the principal breeds recognize. The pendulum
seems to be swinging toward extremes, What has brought about this
change of type? /re the feeders benefited, or handicapei by this
change in type? What is the best feed -lot type?
The discussion on the following pages is the result of an ef-
fort to ascertain and bring into the foreground, factors inherent
in and external characteristics of individual animals which influ-
ence economic and rapid production.

CHAPTER I
*'"HY FEED-LOT PRODUCTION VARIES WITH INDIVIDUALITY
Introduction . Great individual differences occur in every
form of animal production. Young animals of the same species dif-
fer in rate of growth, in the relative growth of different parts of
the body and therefore in their eventual proportions. Similar dif-
ferences exist in the formation of body fat, in work and milk pro-
duction and in every other particular in which domesticated animals
are useful to man. The discussion in this chapter attempts to
bring into the foreground the factors inherent in individual animals
which are responsible for differences in rapidity and economy of
gains in the feed-lot
Maintenance
. The food maintenance requirement calls for enough
metaboliza ble energy.
(1) To carry on the normal functions and vital activities
of the body.
(3) For the maintenance of a constant temperature,
(3) For the support of the body in a standing position
part of the time, and for other voluntary move-
ments.
(4) For the mastication, digestion, and assimilation of
the food consumed.
The surface area of the body has long been considered a more
2

3accurate index of the maintenance requirement than the body weight.
Lusk, Dubois, and others^treat the relationship as a physiological
law, ani as though the skin area had a causal relationship.
Factors Affecting The Maintenance Requirement.
I. Temperament
.
Armsty concludes that the differences
between the maintenance requirements of different animals ascribed
to individuality are due to a large extent to varying amounts of
muscular activity. They are, therefore, closely related to the
animals temperament or disposition. The nervous, restless, excit-
able animal has a materially greater maintenance requirement than
a quiet phlegmatic one. He found 2 in comparing steers of different
type, a large difference in the amount of time spent staniing. The
percentage ranging from 34 in one case to 85 in another, with an
average of 43 percent. He also found a greater increase in meta-
bolism from standing in the scrub dairy steer than in the beef
steer. For these two individuals the therms of net energy required
for maintenance, compared per 1000 pounds weight anl correcte.i to
a uniform time of twelve hours standing were as follows: ^
Year Beef Steer Scrub Dairy Steer
1905 5.873 therms 6.053 therms
1906 3.373 " 3.305 n
1907 4.733 n 6.067 "
Av. 5.633 " 6.141 n
3. Plan e of Nutrition
.
An animal which has been highly fed
for some time will require a larger amount of feed for maintenance
than a similar animal which has been sparsely fed and is in a more
or less reduced condition.
lJournal Am. Med. Jas'n. 69, 1917. 1364-5
Sjour. of Agr. Resit III, Nov. 6, '.1915.
^Rnr. an ind. Bui. 143. 1913. 67

43. Fattening. Fat animals have a relatively greater main-
tenance requirement than thin ones. This fact seems to be fairly-
well established as shown by experiments of Re liner and of Evvard
with cattle. It is generally admitted that in the case of the near-
ly mature fattening animal the rate of gain in live weight decreases
as the fattening progresses until a limit is reached beyond which
the increase, if obtained at all, is slow and very costly. Several
causes are responsible for this. First, the maintenance requirement
of the animal increases with its gain in weight. The capacity of
the digestive organs, however, undergoes no corresponding increase,
and consequently the amount of excess feed is correspondingly re-
duced and its proportion in the ration male less, so that the total
feed requirement per unit of gain will be greater. Second, the
appetite of well-fatted animals not infrequently diminishes, re-
sulting in a lessenel consumption of feed. This again has a double
effect, diminishing the total amount of excess feed available and
reducing the rstio of excess feed to total feed.
4. Age . The older the animal, the greater the maintenance.
This statement holds true in a general way.
Capacity
.
Henry 1 in 1889 expressed a belief that the greater
length of the intestine of the domestic hog as compared with the
wild one was due to the unanimity of breeders in pushing the animal
toward early maturity and the largest gain for a given amount of
feed consumed. He believed in the greater physiologic as well as
economic efficiency of the animal of large intestinal tract, M
the Illinois Station in a hundred and sixty day test of various
•^is. Station /n. Rep't 1889

5market grades of feeders, one steer gained an average of 3.44# while
another gained only 1# daily. Prof. Rusk, of the Illinois Station
stated that the steer that made the large daily gain almost invari-
ably, according to records, was accredited with a "clean trough"
after each feeding, while on the other hand the slow gaining steer
seldom was accredited with a "clean trough. " In other words the
rapidly gaining steer consumed more food than did the slowly gaining
one. .At the close of the experiment, the two steers in question
were slaughtered and their alimentary tracts measured. The rapid
gaining steer had an alimentary tract one hundred ninety feet in
length, while the others' was one hundred fifty-five feet. The
probable influence of intestinal capacity on the amount of digestion
products available for growth and fattening, and therefore oh the
rate of growth is evident. Variations in the size and length of
the digestive tract probably play a part in the differences in com-
pleteness of absorption.
.Animals within any group will show pronounced variations in
the total quantity of food they are able to take in and utilize.
Such differences are very important. Selective improvement in fact,
is largely based in the direction of an increase in the possible
food intake even at the expense of slightly lowered digestibility.
Pn important element of individual superiority is the ability of an
animal to consume regularly large amounts of feed. Of two animals
otherwise similar, it is clear that the one which is able to con-
sume day after day the heavier ration is the better meat producer.
It is not always realized, however, that the heavier feeder makes
a relatively more profitable use of his feed.

6Type
.
Type is a factor influencing the basal metabolism to
which animal husbandmen are likely to attach considers fcle import-
ance. Benedict ^points out that two men of the same weight but dif-
fering in height, the shorter would usually have less active tissue
and would also have relatively less body surface. This is evident
2 42^from a consideration of Dubois height-weight formula / W * wx H.
0.725 x C, A being the surface area in sq. cm., H, the height in
cm, W, the weight in ki logramrr.s , and C a constant for the species.
If T is constant then / would be greater or less according to the
values for H. This coincides with the belief of the majority of
livestock men, that the long rangy animals are "hard keepers."
Stockmen think of maintenance in terms of individuals or per 1000#
live weight, not in terms of surface area, because production is
measured in terms of the individual, ^rmsby's notable work with a
scrub dairy and a beef type steer showed a much higher maintenance
cost for the former even after differences in time of standing
were eliminated. Differences in other forms of activity may have
been largely responsible although the preceding considerations
would lead one to expect that differences in body surface and active
protoplasm in proportion to weight would be partly responsible for
the difference found.
Total Metabolic Capacity
. ".Animals differ in their power to
assimilate certain substances which they can digest and absorb.
They differ in the average height of the metabolic plane, and pro-
bably more important than either of these, they differ in the upper
limits of their metabolic power 3 . " Differences in the rate of
O
1
«jones. Biol. Ghem. 20, 1915, 281
\ Arch Int. Med. 17, 1916, 865-811
3 Prof. G. Gusler, Thesis for M.S. 1918

7growth, in body fat formation, in milk or work production under
optimum conditions for the manifestation of these functions depend
upon difference in total metabolic power of the organism as a whole
or of the particular tissues involved.
The metabolism may vary in different individuals because of
the influence of the regulators of metabolism including the nervous
system and endocrine glands or because of the conditions surround-
ing the cells which influence their response to these regulating
agents.
1. The Central Nervous System.
In the adult it is said that the nervous system is the most
important of the regulators of metabolism. It is intimately con-
nected with the functions of circulation, respiration and secretion.
2. The Endocrine Glands as Factors Causing
Variations in the Metabolism.
A long with the nervous system the glands of internal secretion
including the thyroid, hypophysis, adrenals, pancreas, spleen, para-
thyroids, and gonads have an important part in the control of meta-
bolism. They influence each other by inhibition or stimulation
and their activity may be stimulated by the sympathetic nervous
system. In 3ome cases the activity of the glands affects the irri-
tability of the nerves.
A. The Thyroid Gland
. Deficient thyroid secretion in young
animals prevents their developing normally, the amount of defici-
ency varying from nearly total lack of development in extreme
cases to slight grades of defective development or delayed maturity,
B. The Adrenals
. The adrenals are composed of two parts, a

8cortical portion and a medulla. The medulla furnishes a secretion
known as adrenaline. The action of adrenaline seems to be largely
that of stimulating the sympathetic nerve endings upon all on which
it acts. It increases their excitability or effectiveness.
C. The Pancreas
. The pancreas is believed to produce an in-
ternal secretion called inulin which has a most important influence
upon the sugar burning capacity of the animal. Normal animals 1 can
assimilate practically unlimited amounts of carbohydrate food with
only minor lcsses in the urine.
D. The Pituitary Body
. This gland plays a part in the main-
2tenance of sympathetic irritability. Its removal results in low-
ered metabolism and a slight fall of temperature.
E. Other Glands
. Other glands which have an influence upon
the metabolic powers are the parathyroids, the gonads and the spleen,
The parathyroids have for their normal function the depression of
the sympathetic irritability. The sexual glands exert a marked ef-
fect on the sympathetic nervous system. Individual variations are
great. The quiet phlegmatic type of animal is least effected. Re-
moval of the spleen is said to increase the food required to main-
tain an unchanged weight.
Other factors causing differences in the total metabolic capa-
city of the individual are:
I. Variations in assimilating power due to the liver.
3. Variations in metabolic capacity due to the blood
supply to the tissues.
Grindley, Mitchell and others, Class Manuel ,1916, 371
-Mathews, Physiological Chemistry . 1915, 643-649

93. Variations due to the chemical agencies in the cells.
4. Variations due to the physical factors in the cell. 1
Growth
.
Marked differences exist between individuals of the
same species in the rate, the relative growth of the various parts
of the body and in all the other manifestations of growth. It has
been said that growth is the resultant of an inherent growth impulse
and a suitable environment. Heredity and environment are the two
factors on which the rate-, length and ultimate growth are measured.
In general, growth is due to an increase in number of cells, an
increase in size of cells, or a deposit of intercellular material.
'The first two of these are more important and an increase in the
number of cells i3 especially characteristic of the embryonic stages
of development, while growth later consists in a greater degree of
3
the enlargement of individual cells
.
Practically the same internal
forces influence the rate and length of growth as were ?iven under
Total Metabolic Capacity.
Breeders in all classes of stock strive to obtain size with
quality in individuals. The latter characteristic is understood to
mean refinement and is sometimes said to involve fineness or small-
ness in the individual cells. It is the prevalent belief also that
size and quality are more or less antagonistic on the ground that
size involves larger cell units.
Body Fat Produc t ion
.
Within each species of our meat making
animals, well known individual differences with reference to body
pProf. G. Gusler M.S. Thesis 1918
%*B. Mendel,Bio.Chem. Bui. 3, 1914, 156-176
3L.B. Mendel,'Bio. Cham. Bui. 5-194-156-176
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fat formation exist. The beef and dairy bred steer, the bacon and
lard type hog, and the mutton and wool type sheep show the large
differences in physiological habit which may occur,
/rmsby and Fries* concluied from the result 3 of their compari-
son of a purebred beef steer and the 3crub steer that the differ-
ence in gaining ability was due to greater ingestion of food above
the maintenance requirement. The purebred ate more; that is, he had
a greater digestive capacity, and also, his maintenance requirement
was lower so that a larger supply of nutrients was available for
conversion into fat. The purebred tended to fatten relatively early
in life while the scrub enlarged in bone and muscle more exclusively.
The glands of internal secretion influence the tendency to form
fat by lowering or raising the maintenance requirement or by affect-
ing the assimilating power for the nutrients .particularly carbohy-
drates, but probably not by increasing the activity of the fat form-
ing cells. Castration is associated with adiposity. It lowers the
sympathetic irritability, thus altering the disposition and leading
to reduced muscular activity, and therefore to a lower maintenance
requi rement
.
1
Bur./n. Ind.Bul. 128, 1911, and Fa.Sta.Bul. 105, 1910

CHAPTER 11
FEED-LOT TYPES IN CATTLE
Beef Type vs. Dairy Tyre The typical beef type animal is one
that is low-set, ieep, broad and compactly built throughout. When
well fattened the beef type should possess a rectangular or cylin-
drical form. A typical dairy type animal is one that is rather up-
standing, sparse in natursl fleshing ani angular in outline or con-
formation. Any one that has had only slight experience in cattle
feeding knows that the dairy type is to be avoided, for the steer
or heifer that shows a preponderance of dairy blood will quite like-
ly make an uneconomic feeder. What is there about the dairy type
animal that indicates an undesirable and uneconomic feed-lot type
when compared with the typical beef type?
Observance soon teaches one that the animal that possesses the
angular dairy conformation is more energetic, nervous and excitable
than the more compactly built beef type. There is beyond a doubt
a close correlation between type and nervous temperament. The
nervous, restless animal has a greater maintenance requirement than
the more quiet phlegmatic one. A rmsby found that the energy re-
quirement of a scrub dairy steer, computed to the same live weight
of a pure bred beef steer was 18. 7$ higher.
The Nebraska Experiment Station a few years age ran an experi-
11
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rnent with various breeds and types. It was observed in this experi-
that the representatives of the beef breeds did not make any larger
gains than the representatives of the dairy breeds during the first
eighteen months, but the profits made by the better bred beef cattle
were in the main considerably larger than on the dairy bred steers.
-
A chief objection to dairy breeds for the production of beef is the
fact that they are very slow to fatten ani must be kept in the feed-
lots for a longer time than is ordinarily needed by the beef breeds.
Type or conformation seems to be a centre! ling factor. The
low set , more compact types have something of an advantage in gains
and much in early maturity over the rangy, angular type. The large
framed individual which possesses lowsetness, and compactness in
fairly equal proportions to the small framed individual that pos-
sesses these characteristics, generally is the more rapid gainer.
The conception of maturity is commercial, rather than physiological.
The butcher- packer lemenis a certain size and conformation of car-
cass. To reach this at an early age almost necessarily implies a
greater rate of growth, whether measured physiologically by increase
of protein tissue or practically by gain in weight.
Most dairy type steers are somewhat shallow bodied or have a
tendency to be "slab sidei," while on the other hand a typical chcie
or good beef type steer is rotund and deep in form. The latter type
has more digestive capacity. Nebraska Experiment Station proved
that large gains are associated quite closely with the relative size
of the middle girth. Seemingly the larger the middle girth the
more rapid the gain.
]Uni. of Web. /gr. Fxp. St. Eul. 116
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The desirable beef type animal is, as has been before mention-
ed, a compactly built, muscular animal, while on the other hand the
dairy animal is angular, rough appearing, and lacking in natural
fleshing. This latter type has far mere square inches of surface
area for a given weight than does the compactly built animal.
Dubois and others have proven quite conclusively that surface area
plays en important part in the maintenance. Evidently then, from
the above reasoning, dairy animals in the feed- lot require a great-
er amount of food to maintain them, than in the ca 8e of a typical
beef type animal of similar weight.
It is a well recognized fact that the conformation of a mec«t
animal is a very important factor in determining its selling price.
The improved beef breeds, as a rule, produce a higher dressing per-
centage carcass, a better distribution of fat in the finished car-
cass, and a somewhat larger proportion of the higher priced cuts
and better marbled meat than the dairy bred animal. Because of the
above factors butchers and packers can for economic reasons pay
more per pound for the beef type steer than for the dairy type steer.
It is self evident because of greater capacity, lower maintenance
requirement, earlier maturity and tetter and greater distribution
of natural fleshing that the beef steer should be selected and the
dairy type animal discarded.
Grades of Feeding Cattle. Discarding the dairy type leaves only
one general type, viz., beef type to deal with, but immense varia-
tion is found within this general class. Ability to select and
intelligently buy the type of animal that will make the most rapid
and economic gains Is a grgfljfc asset and of utmost importance to the
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feeder. Experience and close observation soon teaches that there
are certain and fairly lefinite standard criterions by which the
best feed-lot type of cattle may be chosen. Professor Mumford, in
his book entitled Beef Production, has divided feeders into the
following subclasses, viz., 1. fancy selected, 2. choice, 3. good,
4. meiiium, 5. common, and 6. inferior.
I. Fancy Select.
"Fancy selected feeders must not cnly possess the character-
istics of choice feeders, but they must be uniform in color, give
unmistakable evidence of being high graies of some one of the beef
breeds, and in fairly high flesh ". Nebraska station has found that
the best feeder is one that possesses heavy quarters, a broai back,
strong depth of heart girth, large digestive capacity and one' that
has good quality as indicated by a pliable skin and a soft coat of
hair.
2. Choice.
The feeder that graies choice is a low-net, deep, broai and
compact individual. This type conformation almost invariably de-
notes good feeders capable of early maturity. They should be broad,
deep and compact, because this conformation indicates strong con-
abi lity
stitutior., capacity for growth and A for proiucing ultimately a rela-
tively high percentage of the high priced cuts. The choice feeders
have broad, flat backa and long, level rumps. They have low flanks,
straight top and underlines which are nearly parallel. Their eyes
should be large, prominent, but mild. This is a denotation of a
quiet temperament and low maintenance requirement. Short, broad
^Wumfori, in Beef Production.
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heads and short thick necks are desirable. The lower jaw should be
well muscled, the nostrils and lips large. Choice feeders should
shew general refinement or smoothness. They are the smoothly made
and well rounded sort. There is a correlation between the handling
quality and the economy and rapidity of gains. Good handling
quality indicates that the possessor is a good feeder. By good
handling is meant a skin that is mellow and loose. .At least it def-
initely indicates that the animal is in a thrifty, healthy condi-
tion and capable of taking on flesh.
3. Good Feeders.
"Good feeders possess only to a limited degree the beef blood,
thrift and conformation of choice or selected feelers." They are
quite often lacking in the most desirable characteristics of ideal
feeders. Very often they are upstanding, narrow, light or heavy
in bone. Frequently they approach coarseness or roughness.
4. Medium Feeders.
"eiiuiri feeders possess a fair amount of beef blood. Generally
the beef blood color predominates. Taken as a whole they lack in
thrift, quality and ruggedness.
5. Common Feeders.
A common feeder, as the name iniicates is decidedly deficient
in quality, is narrow, upstanding, lacking in natural fleshing anl
quite often carries the color of its dairy ancestors.
6. Inferior.
The inferior feeler is rough, angular, bare of musculing, has
a dairy conformation and is decidedly lacking in vigor end quality.
Relative Efficiency of Different Grades of Steers"1
lBul. 90 111. Agr. Exp. Station
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Graies Grain Per
Steer
Total Gains
16 Steers
Tots 1 Dry M
Consumed
Dry matter
Per# of gain
Fancy 460 7 362 73367 9.95
Choice 455 7284 88093 12.09
Good 419 6705 81017 12.08
Medium 381 6095 79535 13.05
Common 395 6322 7587 5 12.00
Inferior 350 5607 72494 12.93
Here is a variation of over Zlf (460#-350#) in the total gain
of sixteen steers under equal opportunities, and what is more sign-
ificant, a difference of over 30$ in the feed required for a pound
of gain. Seemingly the better the grade, the relatively larger
proportion of the total energy of the ration goes for the production
of gain. The economic superiority of the better grades ever the
poorer ones is due to, first, a relatively smaller maintenance re-
quirement, second, the ability to consume a larger surplus of feed
above the requirement and, third, to put on fat in relatively larg-
er proportions on the high priced cuts; this making the more nearly
ideal killers type. Hence greater selling prices can be obtained.

CHAPTER 111
FEED-LOT TYPES IN SHEEP
Mutton vs
.
Wool
.
--The ideal mutton type sheep is one that has
a relatively broad and deep body and such a ievelopment of head,
neck, legs and body parts that the whole conformation suggests sym
metry, thickness, compactness and quality. The extreme wool type
is markedly different in appearance from the mutton type of sheep.
The wool type lacks in st ra i p^htness or evenness of lines, fullness
of outline, and disposition to lay on a ^reat deal of external fat
It is common for the spire to project considerably above the shoul
der blaies, for the back to sag slightly, for the rios to be flat,
rump to drop sharply. Quite often the body lacks in width and
thickness. As the name implies, the wool type has been developed
primarily as a wool producing mechanism, while on the other hand
the mutton type has been developed primanJy for the meat it pro-
duces.
The wool type usually has parts of the body on which the skin
forms wrinkles or folds. These folds have the advantage of giving
more surface to grow wool, but the disaivantage of making a heavy
pelt which is discriminate! against by the butcher or packer. The
wool type as a whole, is rather angular in outline, lacks natural
fleshing or musclin-g; hence this type does not produce the desired
17
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thickness and fatness of mutton that the people demand. This type
is rather late maturing, and produces a low dressing percentage of
high priced cuts when sent "over the block." Since Merinos have
been developed for the specific view of converting feed into wool
instead of mutton, they are quite inferior to the mutton breeds as
desirable feed-lot types; hence they should be avoided.
Grades of Sheep.
In selecting feeder sheep condition, quality, weight, form,
age, section of country in which they have been grown, and thrift
are factors to be considered. All of the above factors are economic
points that should be given due consideration. Thy is condition
important in selecting feeders' It is important because one of the
objects of the purchaser is to make a profit by increasing the value
per pound of the original weight through the process of finishing,
duality is important because it means refinement throughout, hence
an animal that has excellent quality will give a high dressing per-
centage when butchered. They are smooth of pelt, and compact of
fleece. Packers and butchers pay a premium for the good quality
kind. Market requirements are fairly strict as to the weight of
various grades. A few rounds over weight or under weight throws
the animal into a lower grade than if it were the most desirable
weight. Types should be selected so that they are fairly well
finished at the most desirable weights. Form should be given due
consideration. .Animals possessing the correct mutton form are
usually good feeders. They put on a comparatively large amount of
flesh on the high priced cuts and as a result command near top
prices. Some feeders prefer yearlings or older sheep to feed, many
and
prefer lambs. The purchasing price, feeds to be utilized, ^prospec-
,
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tive selling price are deciding factors. Generally the oiler the
animal, the higher the ma in ta inane e requirement. Native sheep
should seldom be purchased as feeders, for they are often infected
with internal parr sites. The sheep that lacks snap and vigor, or
ha 8 an unhealthy or laggy mood should be avoided. They almost with-
out exception, are uneconomical feeders.
Fancy Selected Feeders.
This class is an unusually small one and is composed entirely
of lambs. Their quality-, breeding, and age would place them on
the market for mutton direct from the range, but for 30me deterio-
rating influence that has reduced them in condition. They must
be low set, wile, ieep, symmetrical, uniform in creeling and mark-
ings and show an unusual amount of mutton blood. Their quality, as
evidenced by clear-cut features, clean limbs, light and smooth pelts
must be practically above criticism.
Choice Feeders.
A choice feeder is one that has the ability to finish into
prime or choice mutton, end to produce gains at economical figures.
They should be deep, broad, neatly made, of medium length, and low
set. This conformation indicates early maturity, strong constitu-
tion, capacity for growth, and a likelihood of finishing into an
attractive cprcass with a relatively high percentage of valuable
cut 8. The choice feeder should be of medium length rather than
very long or very short. Great length is usually attended with
general unga inlineso and a tendency to finish slowly. The unus-
ually short lamb is often particular and "mincy" as to its eating.
It frequently presents a paunch: a ppee ranee. The choice feeder
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should present a clean cut, typy appearance, a skin without folds
or wrinkles ani wool of moierete weight.
Good Feeders
/ good feeder in a iesirable condition shows thrift, and 3ome
flesh, but very little fat; vigor and health tut not undue emacia-
tion. Goo i feeders are usually coarse and more leggy than those
considered choice. This grade often makes gains as good and oc-
casionally better than the choice iambs, but chiefly because of
their lack of quality, they io not reach top prices when they are
returnei as fat sheep,
Medium Feeders
Medium feelers often have heavy pelts. They are often leggy,
and angular in form. This graie of feeder is discriminate! against
chiefly because of lack of quality as indicated by the thick wrin-
kle! skins ani dense, her.vy fleeces.
Common and Inferior Feeders
The sheep that falls in these classes are under sized, very
poor in quality, heavy in pelt, thin in condition, unthrifty, or
they are staggy or coarse.
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'"hat kind of Feeding Sheep to buy
After a feeler has decide! on the class of sheep that best fits
his conditions and experience, he is confronted with the task of
selecting the individuals within the class. This selection should
be base! largely on weight, quality, form and condition. Since
this paper deals only with "feed-lot type," weight and condition
will be left out of considers t ion
.
Qua 1 i t y . Quality holds an important place in the eyes of the
experienced buyer. Indications of desirable quality are seen in
a refined, clean-cut head, rather small neatly set ears, fine hair
about the face and on the legs, small but strong bones, and most
important of all, a lack of wrinkles ani folds in the pelt. Many
feelers use this last characteristic alone in determining quality.
Sheep having thick skin that hangs in folds about the neck and
throat, and an abundant coating of oily, frequently dirty wool, are
said to be heavy-pelted, and are invariably discriminated against
by killers, and should be by feeders. In the late winter or early
spring, however, feelers who are looking for sheet: that can be clip-
ped and short-fed prefer these heavy pelted fellows, because they
are good shearers. The wool can l"e bought for a comparatively
cheap price per pound on the sheep, and sold, after shearing, for
a relatively high price. Packing-house buyers make their purchases
on mutton qualities alone, and they know that a heavy-pelted sheep
is a poorer Iresser than one that is light or thin-pelted; hence
a lower bid is placed upon it.
Form : Form is discriminated against only when it reaches unie-
sirable extremes. Perhaps the two most common instances of unde3ir-
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able form in feeding sheep are seen in undue legginess and e heavy
paunch. Either of these might make undesirable a feeder that was
otherwise satisfactory
.
A. desirable form is one that is well bal-
anced, fairly compact, and low down, broad rather than long, and
deep and well rounded, shewing especially well-developed hind quart-
ers. Note The feeder that is a good judge of quality seldom need
concern himself with form.
Best Type of Feeder
.
"Lambs by Hampshi re , Shropshi re , Qxf cr i or South own sire and
out of Long wool Rambouillet ewe. (There are not so many feeders
of this type because lames so red are usually sold direct from the
range as fat lambs. )
Best Type of Feeders Pound in Good Number s-
Longwool-Rambouillet cross—and perhaps a slight admixture of
Down blood." Prof. Coffey.
! omments. The feeder should keep the following facts in mind:—
The strong constitutioned thick fleshed fellows top the market. The
lambs must be uniform in size, type and density of wool to present
the desired appearance in the sale pen. Constitution is a prime
requisite in sheep, whether they are for the breeding pen, feed- lot
or show-yard. The extended nostril, strong short neck, wide deep
chest, and well sprung rib all iniicate that the heart, lungs ani
digestive organs have plenty of room in which to do their proper
and required work. It doesn't pay the average farmer to raise coerae
poor feeders or those that fatten in patches, nor does it pay him
to raise little bits of things either. The butcher wants the lamb
hich will dress out the largest percentage of natural flesh in the
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most valuable cuts, -the back and hind-quarters. The straight back-
ed, wide, thickly fleshed type is the sort most desirable.

CHAPTER IV
FEED-LOT TYPES IN HOGS
Introduc t ion . The recent tendency in type is not meeting uni-
versal approval among hog feelers. Breeders of the leading breeds
have a tendency to produce a type of hcg that is an extrerne--the
tall, narrow backed, shallow bodied kind, change from the "old
medium type" or "fat back hog of a few year3 ago, to a hog of great-
er bone, size and stretch of body met the approval from both the
breeler and farmer. A hog that would grow out to marketable weight
sooner, proluce large litters, forage to better advantage, and
continue to grow profitably when it was best to hold him in the
feed-lot for a longer time came into favor with but slight ©reposi-
tion. But when an attempt is male by the breeiers to develop the
extremely tall, narrow backed, shallow bodied type, the feelers con-
fidence in them beyond a doubt begins tc rightly wane.
The Feeder
.
The man who makes a business of feeding many hea i
of hogs, and especially if he buys the bulk of his feed, necessar-
ily has two angles to work from. In buying his feeler 3, he asks
himself two quest i ons-- "wi 1 1 they give good return for feed con-
sume 1, and will they suit the buyer or butcher."
The hog that is likely to be most economical in the feed-lot
is one that has size, vigor, and feeding ability. Is a hog a gooi
24
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hog (from the feeders' view point) if it does not develop a middle
until nine months or more of age? Experiments, as well as farmers
who have had dealings with this type, know their feeding ability is
not commensurate with their size, and they cannot in the feed-lot
keep pace with their mates that have the deep middles.
Selecting Hogs for Type and Profit . The .pork buyer wants weight
and fat, and the fat put on an animal of desirable type in order to
dre83 out a high percentage of edible meat. Why do pigs of the
same litter differ in weight so very much after they are finished
in the feed-lot? The most vigorous pigs will make the largest and
most economical gains. It ia the big, long, smooth, stretchy dams
with plenty of width of head and a deep body that produce the
thrifty vigorous litters.
It is easy to discuss the best feed-lot type, but the actual
attainment of these ends in practice, however, is an extremely dif-
ficult matter. It would not be very difficult to breed a herd of
hogs which would produce pigs of remarkable ability to grow fast,
if we had no other requirements to bother with, and some oreeders
are apparently doing this very thing. To produce pigs which com-
bine with the capacity for rapid gains, the additional features of
quality and early maturity, is to do something which few breeders
have achieved. The difficulty of doing this, is increased by reason
of the fact that vigor and 3ize seem to be opposed to quality and
early maturity when either is developed to an extreme degree.
Must be Good Ki lling Type
.
The kinds of pork which we as consumers desire determines the
kind of pork and the kind of hogs most sought for at the markets.
All packing house meat is classified and graded in strict accord
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to the buying wants of the consumer. Hogs in turn are classified
and graded on the availability of their pork to fill these partic-
ular meat requirements.
The ultimate end of the hog is the pork barrel and the price
received for the finished hog is an important and necessary factor
in determining the profits of the business. The market prefers and
will pay the highest price for those hogs which will yield a large
proportion of dressed to live weight, and a carcass which possesses
the weight and quality which pleases the consumer. We recognize
that type of finished hog which will give these results to be one
which is fairly fat, which is moderately wide and thick of back and
loin, deep in his hams and sides, one which is smooth and uniform
in his width, neat about the head and jowl, and trim in his under-
line.
The ideal killers type must have quality and the aptitude to
fatten when six to ten months of age.
An_ .Ana lysis of the Pres. ed Hoc- , "hat percentage of the average
hog is represented in the various cuts? This question was recently
asked provision experts at the stock yards to find out what quali-
fications go to make a hog a better commercial commodity. By find-
ing out the percentage of yield of the various cuts, feeders can
see what parts of the hog should be most highly developed to make
them appear more attractive to the killer.
The regular commercial cuts were taken into consideration, the
kind that go over the counter in the butcher shop to the regular
trade. To obtain the figures an average hog weighing 200 to 360
pounds was taken into consideration as this well represents the big
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end of the marketable size of hogs.
The following table gives a list of cuts and the percentage of
the total carcass which they represent. The hog. in this instance
what
returnel a total yield of 73% or about the average hog dresses.
Cut Pe rcent of C a rc a s s
Haras 13
Shoulders 10
Loins 10
Fat backs (salt or pickled pork.) 9
Belly (breakfast bacon) 13
Spare Ribs 1
Head 4^
Butts 2
Feet 1^
Lard 6
Lean Trimmings 3
Total— 73
The foregoing table tells the tale of percentages. From the
packers it is learned that the hams, bellies, and loins are the
most expensive cuts. They are the stable cuts of the hog. The
public uses these more generally than the others.
£ ham can be used in many ways; hence it is a popular cut. It
is a general purpose cut of meat. It is also found that the hams
form the largest percentage of tne total carcass. The price of
hams is generally relatively high. The economical value of the pro-
duct makes it in great demand. The bellies, which make the bacon,
form 12% of the carcass. This proluct has led the list in selling
price, which makes it one of the leaders in selling as well as being
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second largest in point of percentage of the total carcass. While
the average bacon obtained from a hog runs near 12%, some are
heavier, depending upon the thickness of the cut, while others run
smaller. However, in the aggregate they are well up toward the top
of the list in the percentage column.
During late years bacon has grown in popularity. Its use has
become more general and the increased demand has been mainly re-
sponsible for the strong position it holds in the price list. Of
all the cuts secured from a hog, bacon sells for the most money per
pound. Because of the present day popularity of bacon the killers
ideal type has probably changed within the last few years. The old
fashioned "fat beck" is giving way to a hog not so wide of back,
but deeper and longer of side—a type that approaches the bacon type
The pork loin is a cut that is in much demand. The loins pro-
duce the tenderloin, pork chops ani loin roast. This, like the ham,
is suitable for many ways of preparation and ranks well up in the
price list as well as yielding 10% of the total carcass. Three
cuts mentioned above in the aggregate form '65% of the average car-
cass or nearly one-half of the total dressed weight of the hog.
Aftex an observance of the table of percentages it leads one
to the conclusion that the hog that will yield the largest percent-
age of the highest priced cuts is an economical sort to handle for
this type commands high market prices. A hog that yields a good
ham and a gooi belly for bacon purposes, makes an ideal type from
being
the packers' view point. While these parts are developed, an animal
with a comparatively small head is desirous, for the head has a
low market value'. The loins generally take care of themselves. A
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hog that is of the type that yield a deep, smooth side will gener-
ally yield a popular sized loin.
This same type of hog will produce just a medium or light fat
back, not too much fat to make the sale slow, but will generally
produce a thin proluct that is usually the easiest sort to sell.
Diagram showing where the cuts come from and the percentage
each represents.
La rd vs . Bacon Ten or even five year3 ago there were two
distinct types of hogs, viz., Lard and Bacon. During the last five
years there has been a rapid transition in type, especially the
lard type, because of a number of economic reasons.
Day, in Productive Swine Husbandry (1915) states, "that a fat
or lard type hog is characterized by a thick, deep, smooth body,
reraarkaole for its depth and thickness rather than its length. The
hams, back, and .shoulders should be largely developed. On the
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whole the lard type hog should possess compactness of form." Day
states: "that in form, the bacon type of hog is very different from
the lard type. It is longer in the leg and body, has less thickness
and depth of body, and is lighter in shoulder, neck and jowl. The
bacon type hog should be long from the back of the shoulder to the
ham, but comparatively short from the back of the shoulder to the
snout . B
The above paragraph is true in the main, yet today, however,
the gradual blending of types has made the contrast less sharp than
they were a few years ago. /part from the color, nead,ear,and a
few other rather distinct breed characteristics, the various breeds
are gradually converging in type. 'Breeders are cognizant of the
fact that the proverbial pork barrel i3 the ultimate end of pork
production, and they are trying to satisfy the demands of both pack-
er and consumer, as well as, attempting to get a practical type at
the same time. Generally speaking, the packer does not favor any
one particular color or breed of hogs more than another, but he
does desire a certain iefinite type of hog. The day of the popular
heavy market hog seems to be past. Meat from these hogs was dis-
posed of in the past as "nigger meat" in the South, in the Eastern
industrial centers among the poorer people, and in certain European
countries. Today we find the Southerner raising more of his own
pork. The laborer of the poorer class is able and willing to pur-
chase the same kini of meat normally served on the table of others.
Lard compounds and substitutes have been introiuced on the
market 8 of the world to reduce the high cost of living ani have
somewhat curtailed the normal demand, for lard. This of course is
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another reason for the decrease in the popularity of the heavy
market or the "fat back" hog. Constructive breeders almost without
exception are clamoring for a " big type" a big, growthy, rather
upstanding smooth quality hog, --a type that is a medium between the
old fashioned "fat back" and the true bacon type. They have learn-
ed that this type is far more prolific than the medium type. There
seems to be a fairly definite correlation between prolificacy ani
stretchir.ess of body conformation. The prolificacy of the present
day "big type" Poland compared with the prolificacy of the old,
compactly built "medium type" Poland is a good example of the truth
of this statement.
Until recently nearly all of the hogs sent to market were fed
in the corn belt. This is true to a comparatively large extent to-
day, but not to nearly so large an extent as was the case five or
ten year3 ago. The World Tar helped to bring about this change.
As a result of the war economic conditions of our country changed
rapidly. The demand for pork increased. Prices began to soar. Var-
ious breed associations staged advertising or breei promotion cam-
paigns. The result is that today we find not only hogs in the corn
belt, but a fairly large percent scattered throughout most sections
of the United States, outside of the corn belt.
Our Agricultural Experiment Stations have clearly demonstrated
that it is unprofitable to feed the hog nothing except corn and
water. Some bone building, frame developing feed is an absolute
necessity for profitable hog feeding. Corn is extremely fattening
and is low in bone building content. Animals fed on corn and water
only, gain very- slowly and uneconomically after a comparatively
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Short perioi of feeding. Those fed corn and water only also have
a tendency to grow slowly in frame and produce a relatively large
amount of fat. This is exactly the type of hog that the American
meat eating public attempts to avoid today.
Education, high corn prices, abandonment of the breweries, and
the utilization of more and more by-proiuct3 of various sorts from
year to year have been factors which revolutionized, to some extent
at least, the hog feeling industry. The large verities of feels
help influence the type. Ereweries no longer make demand on the
barley; hence many hogs are produced in barley growing areas. Whey,
until recently was disposed of through the sewers. It has been
proven that this by-proiuct of the cheese factory is worth consider"
ably more for hog feeding than the cost of hauling it back to the
farm. Swine production is increasing in dairy manufacturing region?.
Small potatoes when cocked and mixed with whey, alfalfa or clover
leaves, oil meal or barley are exceedingly valuable for growing
hogs. Soy beans, cow peas and forages of various sorts are being
utilized to a greater extent as time advances. The feeds mentioned
above are only a few that are being used to a comparatively large
extent today. P few years ago hog feeders utilized but few feeds.
Hogs fed a wide variel ration live under different environment
from those fed the narrow ration of corn and 'water. Hence it is
logical to assume that hogs f e 1 so differently will p-radually
change in type.
Since a more varied ration has come into general use, it has
been found that the medium type or "fat back," soon finishes or
forms too much adipose tissue for the modern American meat eating
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public; hence this type is discriminated against. The modern type
lard hog, which in reality is a medium between the old lard type
and the bacon, can utilize the great variety of feeds and the bal-
anced rations to a better advantage than the medium type, (l). be-
cause they utilize their feed in the form of growth rather than fat-
ness and (3). they are larger framed, hence have larger digestive
capacity and can utilize a larger quantity of fooi.
Self feeders, have during the last few years gained ground
rapidly. Practically all, or at least a large proportion of the
larger feeders use them to economize on labor. The low set, short,
i compact type that was prevalent a few ye?rs ago was not well adapted
to the self feeder. They "finished" too soon, at too light a weight.
The utilization of forage crops cheapens pork production. The
"medium type" or "fat cack" is a docile, slow moving animal. The
fatter an animal becomes the more sedentary its disposition. The
longer legged, stretchy type is more active, and decidedly better
grazers. They undoubtedly utilize a greater amount of forage than
does the medium type animals.
"hen a hog is "finished" it i3 unprofitable, because it re-
quires a great amount of feed simply to maintain it3 "finished"
weight. Hence when a hog i3 practically as fat as it can be made,
extremely uneconomical gains can be made under the best of conditions.
The medium type finishes at a comparatively light weight, unless
precautions are taken. Market fluctuations within a comparatively
short time vary greatly. If the feeder has a type of hog that fin-
ishes rather slowly, but keeps putting on weight in the form of
growth, he can quite often tide over to a favorable market. The
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approved specimens of the present day "big type" help greatly to
solve this problem.
/dvantages of the "big type" or a hog that approaches the
bacon type.
1
— • They are more prolific than the medium type.
2. They are growthier, larger frame! at same aee than thp
medium type.
3. They are better adapted to the self feeder than the medium
type.
4. They are more active, can mcve easier, than the medium
type; hence are better foragers.
5. They can be tided over periods of low markets mere econom-
ically than the medium type.
Disadvantages of the "Big Type".
1.
3.
They have a tendency to throw extremes, the tall shallow
narrow bodied type which are invariably hard feeders.
They have a tendency to mature or "finish "at a heavy weight
and late age.
3. They have a tendency toward coarseness of quality and
greater percentage of bone.
4. They produce a lower dressing percentage than the medium
type.
Views of Practical Feeders.
More than forty letters containing the following questions
were sent to practical hog feeders to get their ideas on the "type"
question. Twenty five replies were received.
Questions
.
1. Do you prefer the "Big Type"-upstaniing, stretchy type for
the feed-lot to the finer boned, more compactly built typei
3 TTiich type makes the most rapid gains?
3. Which type produces pork most economically?
4. Which type does the packer seem to prefer?
5. Do the packers prefer a hog that approaches the bacon type
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more than they did five or ten years ago?
6. What are some chief factors that you would observe if you
were to select your ideal type of feeder hog? e.g. heavy
bone, ieep body etc.
7. Do you prefer crossbreds (first cross) or purebreds for
feeders? e.g. cross between a Hampshire and Poland or a
purebred "Big Type" Poland or Duroc?
B. Should the feeder pay more attention to quality or growthi-
ness and stretch in feed-lot selecticn.
9. Is the "Big Type" hog as bred by today's breeders an econom-
ical and efficient hog for the feed-lot?
10. That do you consider the chief faults of the nBig Type" as
a feeler hog? e.g. do not finish at best market weight.
11. Which breed if any io you give preference?
13. About how many hog3 do you feed annually?
13. I shall appreciate it very much if you desire to comment
or discuss any questions concerning the be3t feed-lot
type of hog.
Facts Revealed By Questionaire.
1. Seventy five percent of the feeders prefer the big type,
twenty percent the medium type, and five percent have no
preference.
3. The question, which type makes the fastest gains was answer-
ed in the ratio of five to three in fa^or of the "big type."
3. Seventy two percent cf the return answers voted that the
"big type" made the most economical gam, eighteen percent
thought the"medium type" made the most economical gain
and four percent did not vote.
4. Fifty eight percent seemed to think the packer preferred
the "big type" in preference to the "medium type."
5. Eighty ercent of the answers snowed that the feeders
thought the packers prefer a hog that approaches the bacon
type more than they did five or ten years ago.
6. /. rather he^vy boned, fairly wide headed, deep bodied,
smooth, stretchy, straight coated, active hog approaching
the bacon type seemed to be the dominant ideal feeder hog
in the minds of most of -the feeders.
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7. The question as to which they gave preference for feeders,
crossbreds (first generation) or purebreds seemed to be
evenly divided.
8. Thirty nine percent thought qua lity should rank above pros-
pect for growthiness in selection of the feeder hog.
Thirty three and one third percent. did not think that the
two could be separated and twenty eight percent favored
prospect for growthiness instead of quality.
9. Seventy eight percent thought that the "Big Type" as bred
by today's breeders are economical and efficient hogs for
the feed-lot. Eighteen percent thought they were positive-
ly not economical and efficient pork producers and four
percent didn't commit themselves^ to this question.
11. Po lands, Ourocs and Hampshires ranked in the order named aa
the favorites in the feed-lot,
13. The average number of hogs fed annually by these feeders
was 160.
Comments by Feeders
.
"The little chuffy type of hcg finishes out too quickly on
self feeders, and that is why I prefer a long type hog. I once used
a Tamworth boar on Duroc sows and produced an excellent type of
feeder for both range and feed-lot, anl the weight was there when
weighei. 1 have bought some Hampshire sows and am going to try cut
a few of them as feeders compared with the others. I believe tnat
I shall want something along the line of grazers so 1 can utilize
forage crops."* (feeds 350-400 annually)
'""'here we use self feeders we find the big type will lo better
than the medium type. The medium type soon fattens and quits grow-
ing.. We raised them for years before the big ty.:e came in style"
—
Frank Hicks, Lombard, Illinois. (Feeds 300 head or more annually)
"We like a hog that possesses lots of quality with large bone
and frame—not too late maturing. Sold a sow on the Chicago market,
Feb. 1919, weight 840 pounds for fl73.10. She was never one of those
extremely high up- late maturefs. " J. /*
. Countryman & Son . — Rochelle,
111. Questicnaire not signed.
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"/m managing two small farms one half mile apart. On one I
have registered Big Type Po lands; on the other high grade Durocs.
I find the Durocs better foragers and earlier maturing, but not as
heavy as the Po lands. Durocs snipped in January averaged 343 pounls
Poland 8 averaged 381 pounds. /II were last of March farrow and all
were fed alike. The heavy hogs sold twenty cents under the light
hogs, even the lighter load was too heavy for market toppers."
"The big type can either be marked early or fed longer accord- '
ing to the demands of the market."*
"Feeding hogs must first have size, ^e find it no trouble
to get a good finish on most hogs, We have not been able to get
ther? too rough for the packers. We also find that the big growthy
hogs get more good of a forage crop than does the small compactly
built hog. The small hog gets too fat at an early stage of the
feeding period then becomes lazy and will not go out to pasture."
R.L. Steigler, Delavan, 111.
Note.
--The writer has discussed the question of type in hogs
with a number of feeders, in Fdgar County, 111.—that feed from
two to six carloads per year. They are almost invariably of the
opinion that the large framed, smooth sided hog is the most profit-
able feeder especially during this period of market uncertainity
.
Iowa Experiment Station Data.
"This Station has conducted some experiments relative to type
in swine. However, we do not care to give any data until cur work
is mere complete.
In general' "big type" does-not surpass the "medium type" until
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the animals weigh more than 225 pounds. .After this weight the "big
type" surpasses both as to weight and economy of gains."
Kansas Experiment Station Opinion.
"Our experience this year has been that the big type hogs are
more rapid gainers on the same amount of feed as the medium type
pigs consume. This is merely a matter of observation as we have
no exact and definite figures on the matter."— E. F . Ferrin—.Assoc-
iate Professor.
G 's.. Orion Cherry King 217259
Fourth prize aged Duroc Jersey boar, 111.. State Fair. 1919,
also grand champion over all breeds at Richland, Co., 111., fair
1919. Height 40 in., length 78 in., heart girth 77.5 in., flank
78 in. Actual weight at time photograph was taken 840 pounds.
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Note his great digestive capacity. This boar is a very rapid gain-
er, and is a good representative of the conservative, easy feeding,
deep sided, modern "big type" hog,—an excellent type for the
breeder and feeder to keep in mind in the selection of a sire.
This boar was partly developed and was fitted, shown and is owned
by the writer.
Classifi ca tion of Feeder Hogs
.
The term "feeder hogs" as ap-
plied in the following discussion refers to a hog comparatively
thin in flesh,— the sort that is usually purchased by the corn belt
feeder to convert corn and various feeds and by-products into pork.
The following scheme based mainly on conformation, quality, and
size divides the feeder hog into four grades. These grades are not
distinct. There are all intermediate gradations which makes.it rath-
er difficult to determine where cne grade should begin end another
leave off.
Conformation is essentially expressed by proportions. It is
a term expressing only dimensional relations, of which the ratio of
length to breadth, and depth are the most important. In a general
way conformation may be divided into four types. .Assuming that we
have four animals of equal trunk length, we may designate these
classes as (1). those with relatively deep but narrow bodies; (2).
those with relatively broad but shallow bodies; (3). those with
bodies that are relatively both broad and deep; and (4). those with
bodies that are both shallow and narrow. Using these types as a
basis we are able to express the general traits of conformation of
an animal.
Quality iriay be divided into "two grades or extremes. Necessar-
ily there will be under this classification all gradations between
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these extremes. (1). A. feeder hog may be said to be excellent in
quality if it possesses smooth, even sides free from wrinkles, well
laid hams and shoulders, slightly arched back, straight underline,
neat head, strong flinty bone and clear cut, sharply defined feat-
ures throughout. (3). I poor qualitied feeler is one that presents
a rough, slouchy appearance. Wrinkly, heavy open shoulders, heavy
hams, wasty underlines, and flabby flesh are specific points that
classify poor qualities feeders.
By size, I do not mean weight, but the inherent factor for
development of growth. A feeder may possess excellent conformation
and quality, yet remain a poor feed-lot type simply because it dees
not possess that inherent factor for growth as the feeding period
advances.
Size or Growth : Prospect for growth during the feed-let per-
iod may be divided into two extremes, and all gradations imaginable
between these two extremes. A feeder that shows excellent prospect
for growth during the feeding period is one that possesses that
mellow, young pig like appearance. In other words, if it were a
human being we would say that it must possess a youthful appearance.
Not only must a high class prospective growthy feeder possess" youth-
fulness" but also remarkable ruggedness, stretch and size of frame
in comparison to its weight, A peer prospect for attainment of
size or increase in development of frame-work is one that has an
"old look" imprinted strongly on its features--a type that is fine-
ly built, or decidedly lacking in ruggedness, stretch and size of
frame in comparison to its weight.
Choice Feeder Type
A choice feeder has a relatively deep and broad body, correlat-
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ed with this conformation we find rapid gains and usually economi-
cal gains due to a low maintenance requirement rather quiet tem-
perament a large capacity, and a tendency to be ready for market
at any time— early maturity in other words. / feeder might possess
the above conformation to near the ideal and yet should not grade
as choice, because quality must be considered closely with ccn-
fcrmaticn. The butcher not only wants a hog that will produce a
high dressing percentage, but he wants also the type that pro luces
e large portion of its meat in the high priced cuts and good qual-
ity meat. The clean cut, smooth, even top end underlined kind is
the most desirable from his view point.
1 feeder type may be selected that meets the above descriptions
for a choice feeder and yet it should not be called choice.- It is
admitted that the small framed hog-relatively broad and deep is a
rapid and economical gainer for a short time. However, this "small
type" soon carrys considerable fat. The fatter the animal becomes,
the higher its maintenance requirement; hence if because of poor
markets or some other reason the hogs have to be held for a con-
siderable period they prove uneconomical and inefficient as feeders.
The choice feeder must not only possess the above described con-
formation and quality, but ruggedness and size which admits of
growth or development of frame along with fattening throughout the
feeding period.
Good Feeder.
Oood feeders only to a limited degree the conformation, quality
and growthiness of the choice feeders. They should have deep bodies
tut may be criticised for being somewhat narrow. Pome men apply
the name "sun- fish type" to hogs of this conformation. They have
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not the capacity that a broader backed hog of similar frame has,
end generally are somewhat more excitable or active , which increases
their maintenance requirement somewhat. A good feeder may be a lit-
tle rough and coarse, and have a tendency to finish somewhat slowly,
but if kept in the feed- lot till finished they grade quite highly
when sent to the market. The bulk of the present day "true Big
Type" fall in this class.
Medium Feeders.
Medium feeders have comparatively broad, out shallow bodies.
They do not have the digestive capacity that the choice or good
feeders have and are often "tie! in" around the heart girth, or
wrinkle! along the siie. Quite often their coat is rough end in-
dicative of leek of thrift to a more or less degree. They are a
type that wnen finished does not dress out a large percentage of
meat from the popular and high priced cuts, --they lack development
x
of side.
Common and Inferior Feeders.
This grade or rather gre les incluJes the feeder that is decid-
edly off in form, quality or prospect for growthines?;,
. Extremes-
those that are unusually tall and angular,— the narrow and shallow
bodied kind should undoubtedly fall in this class. There are really
two extremes in this narrow, shallow bodied type. First, the finely
built small boned, tell slender type, end second, the heavy boned
coerse qualitied, tall, slender type. Neither ere economical pro-
ducers of pork (1) they leek feeding capacity—are generally poor
eaters, (3). their rra intenence requirement is high.beceuse of their
large body sariace and generally nervous, renty dispositions (3)
they are lete maturers, (4) they are undesirable from the packers'
1
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view point because the quality of the meat is poor, their dressing
percentage is low and the percentage cf high price! cuts in com-
parison to the cheaper ones is low.
Conclusion
.
There are a great many economic factors that ent-
er into the question of the best feed-let type. The ultimate aim
is to produce the popular kind of pork and produce it economically.
In order to do this, sectional or local conditions have to be con-
sidered, as well as the market requirements. The lessened demand
for lard and the increased demand for better quality bacon by the
American people, the self feeder, utilization of a large number of
by-prolucts ani a considerable amount of forage, and the constant
enlargement of the hog belt outside the corn belt are factors
which have brought about this change of type. Barring a compara-
tively few communities, hand leaped by local or sectional difficul-
ties, our country has been greatly benefited by this cnange in type
movement. The danger lies, however, in carrying this change in
type too far; thus sacrificing quality and feeding ability for size,
extreme stretchiness or sha llownes5 of body. The hogs that possess
considerable see le, stretch end depth of body -not the extreme rangy
cr shallow bodied kini—are excellent foragers, vigorous, prolific
and continue to grow profitably when it is best to hold them in the
feed-let for a longer time. The conservative "big type" under most
conditions is an excellent feeder type to keep in the foreground
as a desirable feed-let type.
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